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Alleged foreign election interference captured national attention





Intent and Harm
• State and non-state actors use these campaigns to push their own agendas
• State and non-state actors use these campaigns to destabilize, polarize, undermine

Exposure (as an example, IRA-led IO targeting 2016 US election on 
Facebook)
• 3519 ads purchased by IRA
• 11.4 million American users saw them
• 470 IRA-created Facebook pages
• 80,000 organic content created by those pages
• 126 million American users exposed to organic content



We argue in the paper that AI-enabled influence operations are 
substantively different from past PSYOPs in important ways:

• Speed (responsiveness) and targeting

• “Equal opportunity” (asymmetric warfare)

• Obfuscation of source

• Sub-threshold, persistent character

classic 
Gray Zone

We will argue that thinking about Info Ops within the Gray 
Zone is important framing, as we consider possible responses.



National Security Response



Ø “defend forward”
Ø “prepare for war”



Response 1: Flag or Contextualize IO 



Response 2: Remove or limit the reach of IO



Response 3: Defensive manipulation



Navigating responses with AI: Critical Challenges

• In-practice detection is hard

• At this point, detection requires 
persistent surveillance

• There are fine lines between 
responses 1, 2, and 3



Ethics of War



Just War Theory
• Necessary
• Proportional 
• Discriminating

Built on foundational assumptions, not easily aligned with 
today’s influence operations as we have described them. 
• War vs. Peace
• “harms” difficult to measure
• Combatants vs. civilians
• Implications of Persistence



Toward an Ethics of Cognitive Security



Computer Security   vs.   Cybersecurity
Existential threat

We suggest that “Cognitive security” should be studied in a similar fashion, 
by understanding the nature and severity of the threat. 



Privacy and Information Ethics

Ethics of AI

Ethics of Influence



Existing military ethics frameworks are insufficient for evaluating 
engagement in the space of AI-enabled information operations. 

Cognitive security offer a path forward. We should lean on work in 
privacy and information ethics, ethics of AI, and ethics of influence. 

Thank you!
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